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It is difficult to visualize and analyze efficiently the large-scale data outputted from simulations performed on the Earth
Simulator, such as the atmospheric and oceanic simulation using the existing visualization method. Then, research and development of the tool and algorithm for visualizing such large-scale data efficiently have been furthered by the joint research of
the Center for Promotion of Computational Science and Engineering at Japan Atomic Energy Research Institute
(CCSE/JAERI) and the Earth Simulator Center at Japan Marine Science & Technology Center (ESC/JAMSTEC). Here, the
visualization software PATRAS (Parallel Tracking Steering), which CCSE has so far developed in collaboration with NEC,
has been transplanted to the Earth Simulator, and the optimization by vectorization and parallelization and the expansion for
the improvement in convenience have been performed. In optimization, parallelization of image composition process, JPEG
compression process, smoothing process in iso-surface generation and so on has been performed. The parallelization has led
about 20 times speed-up for visualization process of atmospheric simulation code AFES (AGCM for Earth Simulator) when
64 CPUs are used. In expansion, the following functions have been developed: high resolution display, geographical feature
data display, dynamic title display, axial display, arbitrary section contour line display, color bar detailed setting, the parameter preservation and coupling visualization.
Keywords: Large-scale data visualization, Parallel visualization

Reports of our result
1. Introduction

planted to the Earth Simulator, and the optimization by vectorization and parallelization and the expansion for the
improvement in convenience have been performed. In optimization, parallelization of image composition process,
JPEG compression process, smoothing process in iso-surface
generation and so on has been performed.

It is difficult to visualize and analyze efficiently the largescale data outputted from simulations performed on the
Earth Simulator, such as the atmospheric and oceanic simulation using the existing visualization method. Then,
research and development of the tool and algorithm for visualizing such large-scale data efficiently have been done by
the joint research of the Center for Promotion of
Computational Science and Engineering at Japan Atomic
Energy Research Institute (CCSE/JAERI) and the Earth
Simulator Center at Japan Marine Science & Technology
Center (ESC/JAMSTEC). Here, the visualization software
PATRAS (Parallel Tracking Steering), which CCSE has so
far developed in collaboration with NEC, has been trans-

2. PATRAS visualization software
In CCSE, development of the visualization software
PATRAS, which aimed at efficient visualization of the largescale data in the Earth Simulator, has been furthered since
1998. This visualization software consists of a server function
and a client one. Since server function is built as a subroutine
group using MPI which can be performed on a parallel computer, a user can output a visualization image simultaneously
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with execution of a simulation by including subroutines in a
simulation code as well as create a visualization image after
execution of a simulation by including subroutines in a code
which reads the existing simulation data. The main subroutines consist of four objects as follows: initialization, address
setup of the data arrangement to each lattice type, main processing, and finalization. As a lattice type, the 3-dimensional
BFC lattice, the non-structure tetrahedron lattice, and the nonstructure sixth page object lattice can be selected. The client
function operates on the web browser installed in a user terminal, such as PC and WS. It is possible to display the visualization image created by server function as well as to transmit
visualization parameters to a server function.
Fig. 1 Visualization image outputted in performance
evaluation. The iso-surface (silver along the level
surface), color contours (blue to red in the perpendicular section) and the color bar (displayed on the
lower part) are displayed for temperature. The resolution of image is set to 512x512.

3. Performance evaluation immediately after a transplant
The transplant to the Earth Simulator and the performance
evaluation was performed with operation of the Earth
Simulator. As a sample, the atmospheric simulation code
AFES (AGCM for Earth Simulator) was used. The evaluation was performed for three cases: T106L20 (320x160x20
meshes), T159L20 (480x240x20 meshes) and T319L20
(960x480x20 meshes). The visualization image outputted for
evaluation is shown in Fig. 1. This image does not have a
physical meaning, but it is chosen so that processing may
dare become heavy for the performance evaluation.
The dependence on the number of CPUs of image generation processing time when 120 images are outputted in case
of T106L20 is shown in Fig. 2. Parallelization has done in
the direction of latitude. Although the time which the sum of
image generation process takes is decreasing with increasing
of number of CPUs up to 8 CPUs, it increases after that and
has become about 4 times longer when using 64 CPUs.
Figure 2 also shows what process has taken much time in
the image generation process. It is found that JPEG compression process, image composition process and smoothing
process of iso-surface generation (Phong shading process)
come to occupy the time with increasing of the number of
CPUs. Although the time of JPEG compression process does

not depend on the number of CPUs, the half of the time is
occupied when 8 CPUs are used. The similar result is
obtained in other cases.

4. Optimization
Then, the optimization, that is, performance improvement
was tried by vectorization and parallelization. Especially this
chapter explains in detail the performance improvement
made to three processes: image composition process, JPEG
compression process and smoothing process in iso-surface
generation (Phong shading process).
4.1. Image composition process
Although PATRAS before optimization performed visualization process in parallel by domain decomposition to a
simulation domain, image composition was processed only
by 1CPU. That is, firstly the visualization process of each
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Fig. 2 Performance evaluation using AFES (T106L20) immediately after transplant of PATRAS. A horizontal axis shows the number of
CPUs and a vertical axis shows processing time. The inside of the parenthesis of a horizontal axis shows the number of nodes.
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5. Comparison of performance between before and
after optimization

domain was performed in each CPU, secondly the image
information and Z Buffer information were collected to CPU
of rank0, and finally the image composition was performed
by rank0. Then, optimization has been carried out so that
image composition is processed in parallel. Firstly the image
in each domain generated by each CPU is re-divided one
dimensionally and transmitted to each rank, secondly each
re-divided image is composed in each rank, and finally the
composed image in each rank is collected into rank0.

This chapter describes comparison of performance
between before and after optimization. The performance to
the sum of image generation process as well as each
process before and after optimization in case of T106L20 is
shown in Fig. 3. When the performance using 64 CPUs
before optimization is compared with that after optimization, image composition process, JPEG compression
process and Phong shading process required 94.5 seconds,
34.9 seconds and 145.9 seconds, respectively, before optimization, but 2.5 seconds, 1.0 seconds and 4.1 seconds,
respectively, after optimization.
The comparison of performance before and after optimization in T106L20, T159L20 and T319L20 when 64
CPUs are used is shown in Fig. 4. This figure shows that the
performance is improved about 20 times independently of a
simulation scale. The performance of image composition
process and JPEG compression process does not depend on
the simulation scale although they depend on the image resolution. Since only the Phong shading process depend on the
simulation scale, the increase in this processing time causes
that in whole processing time.
The amount of the memory averaged by the number of
CPUs before and after optimization in case of T106L20,
T159L20 and T319L20 is shown in Fig. 5. Moreover, the
amount of the memory used for AFES is also shown for
comparison. This figure shows that the amount of the memory used in PATRAS after optimization is a little increasing
compared with that before optimization. It is found that
about 3/4 of the amounts of memory used for AFES is
required for using PATRAS. About decreasing of the
amount of memories used for PATRAS is a future subject.

4.2. JPEG compression process
PATRAS before optimization performed JPEG image
compression by rank0 after image composition. Then, optimization has been carried out so that JPEG image compression is processed in parallel. Firstly the composed image is
divided using MCU (Minimum Coded Unit) and each divided image is transmitted to each rank, secondly each image is
compressed in each rank, and finally each compressed image
is collected into rank0.
4.3. Smoothing process in iso-surface generation
In PATRAS, smoothing process when generating iso-surface is performed using the Phong shading method. In the
Phong shading method, smoothing process is performed as a
result that the normal vector of the peak of each polygon is
calculated using the normal vector of the center of each generated polygon. Here, on the boundary of each decomposed
domain, the information of the normal vector, which different rank has, has to be used. In PATRAS before optimization, the information of a polygon and its normal vector was
collected to rank0, and the normal vector on this boundary
was calculated by rank0. Then, optimization has been carried out so that the information of a polygon and its normal
vector is broadcast to all ranks, and is calculated in parallel.
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Fig. 3 Comparison of performance before and after optimization in case of T106L20. The dependence on the number of CPUs
of the processing time before and after optimization to the sum of image generation process, image composition
process, JPEG compression process and Phong shading process is shown. The inside of the parenthesis of a horizontal
axis shows the number of nodes.
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Fig. 4 Comparison of performance before and after optimization in case of T106L20, T159L20 and T319L20. The processing
time is shown to the sum of image generation process before and after optimization and each process after optimization.
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the same as that in Fig. 1. The number of outputted images is
120. The comparison of performance before and after optimization is shown in Fig. 6. While processing time is increasing with the increase in the number of CPUs before optimization, processing time is decreasing after optimization. When
64 CPUs are used, processing time before optimization was
about 9348 seconds but that after optimization is about 1168
seconds. Thus, the optimization has led about 8 times speedup for visualization process of such large-scale data.
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Fig. 5 The amount of the memory averaged by the number of CPUs
before and after optimization in case of T106L20, T159L20 and
T319L20.

7. Expansion
The following expansion has been performed for the
improvement in convenience. 1) High resolution display
function: the display by high resolution has been attained by
losing restriction of resolution. 2) Topography data display
function: the functional development for displaying the
coastline has been performed. 3) Dynamic title display function: functional development of displaying title which is
dynamically changed with user's setting has been performed.
4) Axial display function: the display of coordinate value has
been attained for both 2-dimensional and 3-dimensional

6. Visualization of large-scale data
The performance evaluation in case of T106L20, T159L20
and T319L20 has so far been shown. Furthermore, in order to
investigate performance improvement about a large-scale
problem, the visualization process in case of T1279L96
(3840x1920x96 meshes) is evaluated. The condition is the
same as that in previous three cases. The generated image is
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Fig. 6 Comparison of performance before and after optimization in case of T1279L96.
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objects. 5) Arbitrary section contour line display function:
contour lines have been displayed by identifying arbitrary
sections from three points of space. 6) Color bar detailed setting function: functional development which can be set up
about a color bar in detail than before has been performed.
7) The parameter preservation function by GUI: function to
save the visualization parameter set up by GUI has been
developed. 8) Coupling visualization function: function to
set up two or more MPI communicators has been developed.

PATRAS to the Earth Simulator. However, the amount of
the memory used, parallelization efficiency, etc. are considered to be improved much more. The further optimization
and expansion is future subject.
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8. Conclusion and future subject
In this research and development, more efficient visualization has been attained by optimization and expansion of
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